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WHAT IS POSITIVE DISCIPLINE?


Good behavior can be taught and
reinforced while weaning bad behaviors
without hurting the child.



All children are good. Behavior can be good
or bad.



Children are involved with the discipline so
that children learn responsibility,
accountability, and problem solving.



Children’s thoughts and feelings are
considered for positive long-term effects.

DISCIPLINE VS. PUNISHMENT
Discipline
 A system of teaching and reinforcing

positive behavior and decision making
 Develops Internal Locus of Control
•

Encourages autonomy

•

I choose my behavior. I choose the effects of
my behavior

 Positive Long-term skill and confidence

building
 Social and emotional skills

Punishment (the myth that children will do
better when they feel worse)
 A single action or series of reactions

to an event(s) or incident(s)
 Reinforces External Locus of Control
•

Things happen to me. I do not have
control of myself, my behavior or the
effects of my behavior

 Negative long-term effects
•

Feelings of shame, humiliation

•

Feeling like I am a bad person

REASONS BEHIND UNWANTED BEHAVIOR
Biological reasons


•

Hungry, tired, uncomfortable

Lack of skills


•

Don’t know expectations for new
circumstance, environment, social situation

•

Coping skills deficit

Unmet needs


•

Control/independence/autonomy

•

Attention

THE 10 BIGGEST MISTAKES PARENTS MAKE
1.

Going for immediate vs long-term results.

2.

Lecturing and imposing punishments.

3.

Ignoring children’s thoughts and feelings.

4.

Thinking, “I have to do something right now or I’m letting my child get away
with something”.

5.

Being too kind or too firm.

6.

Rescuing or over protecting.

7.

Not listening.

8.

Not having faith in their children to learn and grow.

9.

Thinking children must “pay” for their mistakes vs. “learn” from them.

10.

Not having faith in yourself.
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COMMON PARENTING MISTAKES – DR. NELSEN

BASIC GUIDELINES FOR POSITIVE DISCIPLINE
1.

Set a consistent routine

2.

Build a Positive Relationship
 Spend Quality time
 LISTEN and share

3.

Use Encouragement & Praise
Liberally
 Encourage effort
 Praise success

GUIDELINES CONTINUED
Develop, discuss, teach, and reinforce expectations and consequences

4.


Be specific
o

“Be respectful in Nana’s house.” vs. “Remember at Nana’s, we take our shoes off at the
door.”

Allow mistakes

5.

 Let children struggle and make mistakes
 Model healthy ways to manage mistakes and disappointment

6. Follow through on consequences


Kind and firm
o

“It looks like today, you chose to do homework during technology time.” Follow through by taking the
tablet.

STRATEGIES FOR DURING AND AFTER A CHALLENGING MOMENT


Distract/ Redirect / Ignore



Take a moment to calm-down




Use a positive time-out space

Come back together


Listen



Validate & Empathize feeling



Ask questions as a means of empowering children to problem solve



Recover




When you make a mistake, model recovery:
o

Recognize your mistake

o

Reconcile (“I’m sorry, I didn’t like the way I handled that”)

o

Resolve (What can we do so that this doesn’t happen again?)

Implement Consequence if needed

NEGATIVE CONSEQUENCES
Natural Consequences




Direct result of behavior.
o

o

Ex. If the child does not put bike away as instructed and it
gets stolen, the child no longer has a bike.
Ex. If the child throws and breaks a toy/ device, the child no
longer has that toy/device.



Logical Consequences


Imposed by caregiver
o

Ex. If the child makes a mess, the child cleans it up.

o

Ex. If the child loses her cell phone (again), the child must
earn money to replace it.

STRATEGIES FOR AVOIDING POWER STRUGGLES
1. Decide what you will do. "I will read a story after teeth are brushed." "I will cook only in a clean kitchen." "I will drive only
when there is no fighting”.
2. Follow Through. The key to this one and all of the following is KINDNESS AND FIRMNESS AT THE SAME TIME. (Pull
over to the side of the road without saying a word. Children learn more from kind and firm actions rather than words.)
3. Positive Time Out. Create a "nurturing" (not punitive- punishment decreases brain development. ) time out area with
your child.
4. Distraction and lots of supervision.
5. Get children involved in the creation of routines (morning, afterschool, bedtime).
6. Ask what and how questions: "What happened?" "How do you feel about what happened?"
7. Put the problem on the family meeting agenda and let the kids brainstorm for a solution.
8. Use ten words or less. One is best: Toys, Towels, Homework. (Sometimes these words need to be repeated)
9. Encourage cooperation. Say, "I can't make you, but I really need your help."
10. No words: Use pantomime, charades, or notes. A loving "nice try" look.
11. Non-verbal signals. These should be planned in advance with the child.
12. Use reflective listening. Stop talking and listen. Try to understand what is meant behind the behavior.
13. Limited choices: "Do you want to set the table or clean up after dinner?"
14. Make a "Wheel of Choice" together. Draw a big circle and divide into wedges. Brainstorm lots of solutions to problems.
Draw illustrations for each solution. During a conflict, invite child to pick something from the wheel.
15. Create a game: Beat the clock or sing songs while getting chores done.
16. Do it WITH them. You may even want to go to the positive time out area with them.
17. Use your sense of humor: “Here comes the tickle monster” to get little children who don't pick up their toys.
18. HUGS! HUGS! HUGS! A hug is often enough to change the behavior—theirs and yours.

EXAMPLES/ TIPS
Power Struggle vs. Encouraging Capability

Power Plays: The Silent Treatment

One morning, my six year old kept asking when breakfast was going to
be ready.

Rule 1: Don’t take it personally. “We’ll help you as much as we can, but
don’t take it out on us.”

He didn’t want to set the napkins on the table ( this is his job-every
morning). I empathized tough I was really hungry and getting annoyed.
Honestly I was thinking “it’s just napkins, why will you not set
them..ugh!”

Rule 2: Give Your Child a clear Message. “Not responding to me is not
going to solve your problem. When you’re ready to talk about it, I’ll be here.
Until then, no cell phone use.”

I decide to give him two choices: (Both choices which would be ok
with me)
“You can set the napkins while I get the fruit washed or we can swap
jobs for today.”
His answer “nope, not doing anything today” I say: Everyone has a job
at breakfast time, you can either come up with a job you want to do or
swap with me and that’s my final offer! (I said this with a nice smile
but I was being firm)
He says: “ Fine..let’s swap jobs”
My son is not thrilled about this but also not upset. After he finishes
washing some fruit he asked if he could also cut the fruit up and make
a fruit salad. So instead of us arguing about him having to set the
napkins, this turned into a really positive interaction.
Why this worked: Once my son felt involved and capable, the thought
of doing a little work before breakfast wasn’t so overwhelming. Also
he had a chance to make a choice or come up with his own solution.
Being trusted with something that is usually my job made it that much
more interesting.

Rule 3: Reach Out Once, Then Leave Your Child Be. “When you’re ready,
we’ll talk about it. And until then, no electronics. This will give you some
time to think.”
Rule 4: Give Your Child Motivation to Comply. “Look, if you’re not
ready to sit down and talk with me, then let’s not do it now. Calm down and
wait till you’re ready. But until then, no electronics.”
Rule 5: Don’t Go to Your Child’s Level. Don’t punish your child by
responding to their silent treatment with a silent treatment of your own. Keep
the lines of communication open for your child.
Rule 6: Make Participation in Family Life a Requirement. If family
dinner is a house rule, require your child to be there. Let them sit there,
make faces, and say “whatever.” It doesn’t matter. Just ignore that kind of
thing.
Adapted from: Does Your child Give You the Silent Treatment? James
Lehman, MSW

EXAMPLES/ TIPS
Bribing vs. Listening & Connecting

If Your Child is Being Bullied

If Your Child is Bullying

Parent: “Get in the car, we are leaving for errands.”
Child: “I don’t want to.”
Parent: “Come on, get in. I’ll even buy you a
present.”
Child: “What kind of present?”
Parent: “That toy you wanted. Now get in please we
are short on time.”
Child will likely comply for the prize. Overtime this
can not only get expensive, a child might expect
some sort of reward each and every time he is asked
to do something.

1.

1.

Idea to Foster Cooperation: Listening &
Connection
Parent: “So I need to run to the store, we are low on
a lot of food.”
Child: “I don’t feel like it.”
Parent: “I hear you don’t feel like it. What do you
wish you could do instead? ”
Child: “I just want to stay here and play”
Parent: “Oh I would love to play too, what about we
dash to the store together and then dash back to
play? We can be super speedy and talk about the
play plans while we go!”

2.

Why it works: Child feels involved and connected
to parent, and the errands have now been
transformed into a time to spend together and
connect.

2.

3.
4.

5.

Teach and talk to children about bullying:
Have open dialog so children know they can
talk to you
•
Help young children differentiate
between “conflict” and “bullying”
Teach assertiveness: Many bullies will back
down when their target sticks-up for
him/herself
•
Do not antagonize or escalate the
situation
•
Come up with a list of responses
•
Role play “what if” scenario
Build self-confidence: Children who feel good
about themselves are less likely to be
negatively affected by a bully
•
Try new things / Make mistakes
•
Engage in hobbies and interests
Praise Progress: standing up to bullies can be
difficult at first. Praise all proper attempts
Teach Coping skills: Coping skills build
resiliency
•
Positive self-talk
For Severe Bullying
•
Contact the parent’s offender
•
Partner with the school

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

7.
8.

Take is seriously: without intervention, there can be
negative long-lasting effects
Communicate: find out why?
•
Low self-esteem
•
Attention seeking
•
Aggression or Impulse control issues
•
Being mistreated by others
•
Lacking empathy skills and understanding
Build self-esteem
• Interests / hobbies / low-risk social
interactions
• Try new things
Teach coping skills: to manage feelings of anxiety or
depression
• Positive self-talk
Model and Teach empathy
• Discuss the feelings of characters in
stories/books
• Role play how others may feel
Role-play: responses to situations that trigger a
bullying response
• Feeling left-out
• Being picked on
• Feeling out of control
• Anger
Consequences: Meaningful and appropriate
• Cyberbullying – loss of technology
• Making it right with victims
Seek outside help: for serious mental or behavioral
health issues

SUMMARY
1. Set consistent routines
2. Teach and reinforce expected behaviors
3. Encourage and praise often
4. Develop and discuss reasonable consequences for

when expectations are not met

5. When expected behaviors are not met, discuss and

listen to child

6. Engage child in problem solving
7. Consistently follow through with agreed upon

consequences kindly and firmly
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